Tour to the Balzer Herrgott

Explore the Balzer Herrgott, a stone figurine of Jesus Christ, which has been incorporated into an 300 year old tree

Follow the labeling for the quality hiking path Balzer Herrgott. After a few meters down the valley you reach the natural memorial. On a foot wide path you descent to the valley of the Wilden Gutach. From the forest road, which crosses the steep half way, diverts after one kilometer the path to the Hexenlochmühle. The millwheel is a world famous motive for pictures and worth a side trip. The picnic area at the Rappenfelsen is the lowest spot of the hiking tour. From here on the historical path winds up from Neukirch to the Friedrichsfelsen, a former lookout point. The following descent leads down to the Lochmühle at the Bregenbach and then it goes gently up on the hight. From the little street in the Kohlerwald you come back to the hiking parking at the Balzer Herrgott.

Possibilities for contemplations:
Hexenlochmühle, Specialities of the Black Forest, Tel: 07723/7322